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"Spencer, Stephen, Mason, here are three Sun Pills. I've saved them up specifically for the three of you," Leon said.

"Us, too?"

The three gaped at Leon in disbelief.

"Of course! The three of you work for me as well, so I can't possibly only prepare pills for these two, right?" Leon said with a

smile.

"Oh,"

The three were instantly rendered speechless and were all overwhelmed by emotions.

After witnessing how Leon offered pills to the Scammells, they learned that the Sun Pills were even more powerful than the

Cleansing Pills.

Since the Sun Pills were not sold on the sales drive, one could easily tell that they held more value than the Cleansing Pills, yet

Leon offered them such precious pills.

The realization that Leon valued them greatly moved them and they all fell onto their knees without hesitation.

"Thank you, Mister Wolf."

"We don't even know how we can ever repay you."

Spencer and the other two said earnestly.

Not only did Leon teach them an Advanced Power method, but he was also extremely kind to them and never treated them like

they were below him.

At this point, Leon's power surpassed theirs by miles and they were nothing useful to Leon. However, Leon did not abandon

them and was willing to invest valuable resources in them to help them grow, which shook them to their core.

Instantly, all five of them decided to repay Leon's kindness at all costs.

"You don't have to act all formal with me! Just get up and take your pill!" Loen said, before handing them the Sun Pill.

He knew that Spencer and the others were of no use to him at their current power levels, but he was a loyal man and since they

already became a part of the Wolfs, they would eventually become crucial members of the family as long as they stayed loyal

and Leon saw no wrong in treating them with kindness.

Since Leon's overall strength reached the Intermediate Almighty State, martial artists under the Almighty State had no use to him

and he did not care about his subordinates' power level.

He would rather cultivate the loyal followers that he already had than recruit others in the Emperor State as his priority was the

recruit martial artists in the Almighty State.

"Alright. Let's clean up!" Leon ordered Spencer and the others to lead the staff to clean up, while he started looking over the

finance reports with Cynthia.

With that, the second sales drive of Cynthion Group came to a successful end.
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